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Scientific Newsletter

A quantum computer made
in Lower Saxony

Three times a year, PTB News provides
topical information from the varied spectrum of activities of the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) consisting of
fundamental research, legal metrology and
PTB's various activities in the service of the
economy.

25 million euros funding for research alliance
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Electrons on a straight path

Novel ionization vacuum gauge as a
reference instrument
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Looking for the perfect match

Photonic-crystal fibers superimpose
light beams that are spectrally vastly
separated.

Especially interesting for
• IT (cryptography, artificial
intelligence)
• molecular biology
• materials sciences
• financial sciences

3 The new “Quantum Valley Lower Saxony” research alliance has set itself the
Customized nanoparticles
goal of developing a quantum computMagnetic nanoparticles are already
er within a period of five years. The
being characterized during the manufac- German federal state of Lower Saxony
turing process
3 and the Volkswagen Foundation are
providing 25 million euros of funding
Measurement data in IoT networks for this alliance, which pools excellent
New PTB service for the metrological
research projects and research capavalidation of digital data
4 bilities in Lower Saxony. This initiative
aims to exploit the partners’ potentials
Multilayer sandwich
for taking a leap in development toStacked Josephson junctions for the
wards a quantum computer based on
pulse-driven quantum voltage standard 5 ion trap technology.

Stability of natural constants in
space and time confirmed

A computer that works with the laws
and principles of quantum mechanComparisons of atomic clocks have imics does not only attract physicists but
proved previous tests by a factor of 20 6 also numerous users in the most diverse
technology fields – from cryptography,
molecular biology and materials sci-
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ences to the financial markets or the
numerous fields of application of artificial intelligence. Quantum computers
are expected to be considerably superior
to conventional digital computers when
it comes to solving specific problems,
since they no longer operate with classical bits (i.e. strict values of zero or one)
but with quantum bits (qubits), which
can be in a state of superposition of zero
and one. Interconnecting even a relatively small number of such qubits with
one another enables an exponential increase in computing power.
The main challenge resides in the realization of these qubits. Single trapped
ions are the basic technology used for
this purpose in the Quantum Valley
Lower Saxony. These ions are trapped by
electrical fields and then controlled by
means of radio waves and laser beams.
PTB has mastered this ion trap technology [1] and is successfully using a variant of it in its optical atomic clocks. At
the same time, trapped ions are deemed
one of the most promising approaches
for the realization of a quantum computer with a considerable computing
power [2].

Hybrid microscope, 3D printing of magnetic objects, Marker structures
with accurate positions
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The centerpiece of a quantum computer is the qubit, which can be in a state of superposition of
zero and one – symbolized by Schrödinger’s cat which is famous in physics.
(Photo credit: Adobe Stock / Mopic)
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PTB is working on this quantum computer project together with the Technische Universität Braunschweig and
Leibniz University Hannover. Ion trap
technology is PTB’s area of expertise.
The TU Braunschweig provides the onchip electronics. Leibniz University
Hannover’s main contributions are its
expertise when it comes to operating the
quantum computer as well as its theoretical groups doing research on the algorithms used and on software optimization. ■

Contact
Piet Schmidt
Institute for Experimental Quantum
Metrology (QUEST)
Spokesperson of Quantum Valley
Lower Saxony
Phone: +49 531 592-4700
piet.schmidt@quantummetrology.de
Scientific publications
H. Hahn, G. Zarantonello, A. Bautista-Salvador, M. Wahnschaffe, M. Kohnen,

J. Schoebel, P. O. Schmidt, C. Ospelkaus:
Multilayer ion trap with three-dimensional
microwave circuitry for scalable quantum
logic applications. Appl. Phys. B 125, 154
(2019)
[2] G. Zarantonello, H. Hahn, J. Morgner,
M. Schulte, A. Bautista-Salvador,
R. F. Werner, K. Hammerer, C. Ospelkaus:
Robust and resource-efficient microwave
near-field entangling 9Be+ gate. Phys.
Rev. Lett. 123, 260503 (2019)

Electrons on a straight path

Novel ionization vacuum gauge as a reference instrument
Especially interesting for
• vacuum technology
• process technology

A novel ionization vacuum gauge offers
a solution for the stability of commercially available devices that has been insufficient so far and enables predictable
sensitivities. This is made possible by
leading the electrons on a straight path
through the ionization space.
Vacuum gauges or partial pressure
gauges are used for process control in
many areas of industry, especially in the
semi-conductor industry. Ionization vacuum gauges are used for on-site calibration and for monitoring in the high and
ultra-high vacuum ranges. The principle
of these devices consists in ionizing gas
molecules by means of fast electrons and
then measuring the resulting ion current.
For traceability, conventional ionization
vacuum gauges must be individually calibrated not only for nitrogen, but also for
the gas used in each specific case, since
sensitivity to a particular type of gas depends on the individual device used.
To simplify the calibration process, a
novel ionization vacuum gauge was developed within the scope of the EMPIR project titled “Ion Gauge”. In contrast to conventional vacuum meters with undefined
electron trajectories, electrons are, in this
case, led on a straight path through the
ionization space from the cathode into
a Faraday detector. In addition, the ion
collector is used as an electrostatic lens to

focus the electrons on the exit orifice of calibration laboratories and as a transfer
the anode. The electrons are led through standard for comparisons. For its broada deflector onto the Faraday detector in scale application, it is planned that this
such a way that the X-rays emitted when novel type of ionization vacuum gauge
the electrons hit the detector cannot will be used as a standard by ISO. ■
reach the ion collector, where they would
distort the measurement result.
Due to the ionization
vacuum
gauge’s construction principle, both
the length of the
electron trajectory
and the area from
which ions can get
to the collector are
well defined and do
not depend on the
type of device used.
Thus, sensitivity to
a given type of gas
can be determined
either by means of Schematic representation of the novel ionization vacuum gauge with the
electron trajectory (red, top) and the simulated ion trajectories
a known ionization simulated
(purple and turquoise, bottom). Ions that do not originate in the ionization
probability or by a space (turquoise) are not led to the collector (dark blue).
merely type-specific – but not instrument-specific – calibraContact
tion for all vacuum meters of the given
Karl Jousten
type, which saves a considerable amount
Department 7.5
of effort and money.
Heat and Vacuum
In addition, previously obtained experPhone: +49 030 3481-7262
imental results have shown that the new
karl.jousten@ptb.de
device type has a reproducibility and a
Scientific publication
transport instability of better than 1 %,
B. Jenninger et al.: Development of a
which had so far been unprecedented in
design for an ionisation vacuum gauge
the case of ionization vacuum gauges.
suitable as a reference standard. VacuThis device can therefore be used both
um 183, 109884 (2021)
as a reference measuring instrument for
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Looking for the perfect match

Photonic-crystal fibers superimpose light beams that are spectrally vastly separated.
Especially interesting for
• applications in the field of photonics
• developers of optical measurement
technologies

How can you superimpose light beams
in such a way that they propagate spatially in the same direction as perfectly
as possible while maintaining important properties such as polarization
and spatial coherence? In a systematic
investigation of several commercially
available optical waveguides, auxiliary
means that help master this demanding
challenge has been found. This method enables technologies such as multiple-wavelength interferometry to work
over several kilometers.
A world without procedures allowing large distances to be measured with
great accuracy would be unimaginable
today. Whether we are thinking of GPS
technology for navigation, Very Long
Baseline Interferometry in astronomy or
satellite laser ranging for geodesy – all
of these procedures need reference distances of up to a few thousand meters
so that we can study and optimize their
properties. For reference measurements,
PTB has been developing an interferometer within the scope of the European
EMPIR project titled “GeoMetre”. Beams
with wavelengths of 532 nm and 1064 nm
have to overlap as perfectly as possible
for this interferometer. To this end, these
beams have, to date, been superimposed
by means of semi-transparent mirrors in

free space. The stability of this elaborate tion, both for the above-mentioned appliadjustment, however, is limited due to the cation and for other applications such as
mechanical components used.
spectroscopy. ■
A more robust solution was therefore
sought for the envisaged use in the field.
Light waveguides were
an obvious alternative for
the superimposition. For
interferometry, however,
parameters such as beam
homogeneity, polarization
and the spatial coherence
of all the beams must be
maintained. Several waveguide architecture models
were therefore compared
with regard to these properties within the scope of a
systematic study. This study
has shown that microstructured photonic-crystal fibers are a nearly perfect
solution. They can ensure View of a microstructured fiber in an electron microscope (Photo
single-mode,
polariza- credit: C. Markos, https://doi.org.10.1038/srep31711)
tion-maintaining transmission that preserves spatial coherence over
Contact
a wide spectral range (e.g. from 400 nm
Florian Pollinger
to 1200 nm). The mechanical strains that
Department 5.4
are typical of the application do not pose
Interferometry on Material Measures
any problem either.
Phone: +49 531 592-5420
The only reason why this is not quite
florian.pollinger@ptb.de
the “perfect match” is the strongly waveScientific publication
length-dependent numerical aperture
Y. Liu, A. Röse, G. Prellinger, P. Köchert,
ratio: Different wavelengths are emitted
J. Zhu, F. Pollinger: Combining harmonwith different beam diameters. This can,
ic laser beams by fiber components
however, be taken into account when
for refractivity-compensating two-color
defining the lens system. Thus, photoninterferometry. J. Lightwave Technology
ic-crystal fiber seems perfectly suited for
38, 1945–1952 (2020)
high-quality aligned beam superimposi-

Customized nanoparticles

Magnetic nanoparticles are already being characterized during the manufacturing process
Especially interesting for
• manufacturers of nanoparticles
• physico-chemical testing laboratories

PTB has developed a measuring instrument that can already characterize
the magnetic properties of magnetic

nanoparticles reliably during their synthesis. The demonstrator developed within the scope of PTB’s technology transfer
program titled TransMeT has now undergone its first functional testing. With
this device, it is planned to support the
manufacturing of new reference materials for magnetic nanoparticles.
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Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) are
industrially manufactured particles that
usually consist of an iron oxide core and
an organic shell. They are used in a wide
range of applications, such as for biomedical diagnostics or in the loudspeakers of
cell phones. Controlling (and therefore
measuring) their magnetic properties is
National Metrology Institute
3
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important for them to work well in any
given application area.
Specific reference materials and robust
measurement procedures are required to
obtain reliable and trustworthy measurement results. These procedures are not
yet commercially available. The reason
for this is that in established chemical
synthesis procedures, the exact size of
the iron oxide cores and their magnetic
properties are difficult to adjust. One of
the main problems is the lack of suitable
measuring instruments to determine the
magnetic properties of MNPs directly
during their synthesis or directly afterwards.
The Fraunhofer Institute for Microengineering and Microsystems (IMM) has
developed a microreaction system that
allows the production of nanoparticles
whose core size can be controlled at laboratory scale and thus meets one of the
major prerequisites for manufacturing
reference nanomaterials. PTB has supported the development of this manufacturing process by providing the magnetic
measurement technology. To investigate
the extensive parameter range of the synthesis conditions (e.g., flowrate and temperature) systematically and effectively,
efficient inline measurement procedures
should be used instead of sequential measurements on individual samples. In this
way, it should become possible to manufacture MNPs of well-defined sizes and
magnetic properties.
Within the scope of the TransMeT
program, PTB, together with Postnova
Analystics GmbH, developed a detector
to control the magnetic inline processes.

This detector can be used directly during ptb/fachabteilungen/abt9/ref-911/fundthe microreaction synthesis. It is planned ing-programme-transmet.html ■
that this new measuring instrument will
be made available to a large
circle of users
(e.g., for particle synthesis,
in medical diagnostics or
in laboratory
analysis) for
the fast and
accurate measurement
of
MNPs. In particular, manufacturing certified reference
nanomaterials
for MNPs is to
be furthered in
The new inline detector for process control can be used directly during
this way.
microreaction synthesis. This allows, for instance, a change in the magnetic
The Trans- signal (due to changes in temperature) to be measured in real time during
MeT program synthesis.
serves the proContact
motion of pre-competitive joint research
Norbert Löwa
and development by PTB and its external
Department 8.2
partners. This program is designed to valBiosignals
idate PTB’s existing metrological knowPhone: +49 30 3481-7736
how for market purposes with a view to
norbert.loewa@ptb.de
enhancing its utilization. At the same
Scientific publications
time, TransMeT aims to strengthen the
N. Löwa, D. Gutkelch, E. A. Welge,
current research base and competitiveR. Welz, F. Meier, A. Baki, R. Bleul,
ness – of small and medium-sized enterT. Klein, F. Wiekhorst: Novel benchprises (SMEs) in particular – by transfertop magnetic particle spectrometer
ring this know-how to industry. On PTB’s
for process monitoring of magnetic
website, you will find more information
nanoparticle synthesis. Nanomaterials
about the program as well as the con10, 2277 (2020)
tact persons: https://www.ptb.de/cms/en/

Measurement data in IoT networks
New PTB service for the metrological validation of digital data
Especially interesting for
• industrial applications in IoT networks
• metrology institutes

PTB offers users from industry a new
service. It can now validate whether
measurement data that are transmitted
within IoT networks comply with essential metrological requirements. For this

purpose, PTB’s TraCIM service, which
has already been established for many
years, has been enhanced.
Measurement data that are used in Industry 4.0 and in IoT networks must be
error-free and unambiguous for both
people and machines alike. Digital applications such as those used in healthcare
or for domestic meters would be abso-
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lutely unimaginable if the data formats
used were not reliable. To this end, PTB,
together with partners from metrology,
industry and research, is developing digital approaches to deal with measurement
data. A basis for exchanging metrological
data has therefore been created within
the scope of the SmartCom European
EMPIR project entitled “Communication

National Metrology Institute
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and validation of smart data in IoT networks”. This includes the digital system
of units (D-SI), a data model for the SIbased, machine-interpretable communication of measurement data and measuring instrument data. It was developed to
establish the SI as a link between different
systems in such a way that the units used
for a machine are always automatically SI
units. SmartCom DCC is the name of the
digital calibration certificate that complies with these requirements.
By means of PTB’s new validation
server, it is now possible to check whether these measurement data also comply
with the fundamental metrological requirements of the International System
of Units (SI), the International Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM), and the Guide
to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) during and after being
transmitted within IoT networks.
The validation server has existed for

a number of years under the name of
TraCIM (traceability for computationally
intensive metrology) and was first used
to analyze evaluation algorithms used
in coordinate metrology. The server was
extended step by step and has now been
equipped with a new module for the validation of the new SI-based formats.
For the validation service to be applied,
all data must be made available in XML,
in accordance with the D-SI format, for
instance, in a SmartCom DCC. After
uploading the data or DCCs, the server
assesses the SI units used and checks the
completeness of all the metrological information. A test certificate is generated
automatically. It shows the quality class
achieved: PLATINUM (all units are SI
base units); GOLD (SI units with a prefix or units derived from the SI with their
own symbol); SILVER (permitted non-SI
units); BRONZE (units that were removed
from the SI after its revision in 2019); and

IMPROVABLE (e.g. data without units).
This new PTB service is aimed, in particular, at clients from industry. ■

Contact
Daniel Hutzschenreuter
Division 1
Mechanics and Acoustics
Phone: +49 531 592-1149
smartcom@ptb.de
Website of PTB’s TraCIM Server II
https://smartcom-tracim.ptb.de/
tracim-server-2.0/
User manual of the new service
Traceability for computationally-intensive metrology – Test for communication interfaces used for the exchange
of metrological data.
https://doi.org.10.5281/zenodo.3953555

Multilayer sandwich

Stacked Josephson junctions for the pulse-driven quantum voltage standard
Especially interesting for
• metrology institutes
• calibration laboratories
• manufacturers of precision electrical
measuring instruments

Josephson arbitrary waveform synthesizers (JAWS) allow quantized AC voltages to be synthesized with arbitrary
and spectrally pure waveforms. At PTB,
a pulse-driven Josephson standard for
the generation of AC voltages with series arrays has been realized. These
arrays are based on stacks of up to five
Josephson junctions. This new technology has allowed the integration density
of the circuits – and thus their output
voltage – to be considerably increased:
With up to 30 000 junctions per chip, it
is now possible to generate an effective
voltage of 0.5 V RMS (0.7 V peak). The
yield of the fabrication process has been
clearly increased by adapting various
parameters.
Pulse-driven Josephson AC voltage
standards enable a large number of me-

trological applications and are based on
series arrays of superconducting Josephson junctions of the kind manufactured
in the Clean Room Center of PTB. In the
long run, it is planned that the output
voltage will be further increased to reach
values between 7 V and 10 V to extend
the range of possible applications.
One of the measures envisaged in order to achieve such an increase consists
in raising the integration density of Josephson junctions on the chips. Since the
junctions are integrated into a high-frequency structure (a coplanar waveguide),
the possibility to increase the length of
the series array is limited. To increase the

number of junctions on each chip, the
junctions were stacked vertically. This
was made technologically possible by the
material layer combination of the Josephson junctions, which consist of Nb and Si.
After several modifications and enhancements of the standard process used
at PTB, which is based on electron beam
lithography, stacks of up to 5 Josephson
junctions have now been successfully
implemented with a high process yield.
Two important process enhancements
are worth mentioning in this context:
For one thing, a chemical-mechanical
polishing procedure was introduced for
the planarization of the array surfaces.

SEM image of a series array with 5 stacked Josephson junctions (cross section view). The height of the
junction stacks amounts to approx. 800 nm; all layers taken together are roughly 3 µm in height.
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Thanks to this procedure, the successive
superconducting layers can be deposited
and then structured in compliance with
high quality requirements (high superconducting current carrying capacity).
For another, a non-conducting silicon
oxide layer was deposited between the
electrically conducting structures by
means of atomic layer deposition (ALD)
in collaboration with the Leibniz Institute of Photonic Technology (IPHT)
in Jena. Contrary to the silicon oxide
non-conducting layers that had previously been manufactured at PTB by means of

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, ALD layers have the advantage of
covering edges perfectly. They thus provide good edge isolation even at extreme
aspect ratios such as those prevailing in
5-fold stacks of junction arrays.
PTB is planning to make the ALD technology available in its own Clean Room
Center in the future. All in all, the complex fabrication process in which 30 000
Josephson junctions are integrated onto a
chip with a surface of (10 × 10) mm2 consists in depositing 16 layers in approx. 40
individual process steps. ■

Contact
Oliver Kieler
Department 2.4
Quantum Electronics
Phone: +49 531 592-2410
oliver.kieler@ptb.de
Scientific publication
O. Kieler, R. Wendisch, R. Gerdau,
T. Weimann, J. Kohlmann, R. Behr:
Stacked Josephson junction arrays for
the pulse-driven AC Josephson voltage
standard. IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond.
31 (2021)

Stability of natural constants in space and
time confirmed
Comparisons of atomic clocks have improved previous tests by a factor of 20
Especially interesting for
• fundamental research in physics

A natural constant should always have
the same value, regardless of when or
where it has been determined. Einstein’s
famous general theory of relativity exploits this fundamental assumption,
which is known as local position invariance (LPI). The validity of this assumption has now been confirmed by
means of a comparison of optical ytterbium clocks at PTB with an accuracy
increased by a factor of 20.
The outcome of an experiment that
does not depend on gravitation should
not depend on when or where it is performed. This assumption is known as
local position invariance (LPI) and is a
core element of Einstein’s general theory
of relativity. LPI also implies that natural
constants do not vary in time and space.
However, our present understanding
of physics has reached its limits when it
comes to describing phenomena such as
dark matter or the disequilibrium between matter and antimatter. String theories that endeavor to describe such phenomena predict violations of LPI which

could materialize, for instance, in the
form of changes in natural constants.
Commonly known natural constants
are the fine-structure constant α, which
describes the strength of the electromagnetic interaction, and the proton-to-electron mass ratio μ. These quantities are
involved in the setup of all atoms and
molecules. They influence the atomic energy scales – and thus also energy differences between atomic states that are used
as a reference frequency in atomic clocks.
The sensitivity of the energy differences to the natural constants considerably
depends on the atomic system considered. For example, the frequency of the
caesium clock, with which the base unit
of time, the second, is realized, changes
when μ and α are varied. Frequencies of
optical atomic clocks show no dependence on α but can be used to detect variations of α. The ytterbium ion seems to be
particularly well suited for this purpose,
since it has two optical reference transitions whose dependences on αstrongly
differ from each other. A combined comparison of ytterbium clocks and caesium
clocks thus allows such changes of both α
and μ to be detected.
Following this approach, ytterbium
clocks and caesium clocks of PTB were
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compared over a period of several years.
The results showed that changes in the
value of α (α = 0.007297) each year may
occur only from the 21st decimal place on.
With an accuracy improved by a factor of
20, this has been the first significant improvement of the limit of a possible temporal variation of α within 12 years. For
changes in the value of µ, the previous
limit has been improved by a factor of 2.
Besides the limitation of a potential temporal change, the data also limit a possible spatial dependence of the natural
constants on the gravitational potential
of the sun on the earth’s orbit. ■

Contact
Nils Huntemann
Department 4.4
Time and Frequency
Phone: +49 531 592-4430
nils.huntemann@ptb.de
Scientific publication
R. Lange, N. Huntemann, J. M. Rahm,
C. Sanner, H. Shao, B. Lipphardt,
Chr. Tamm, S. Weyers, E. Peik: Improved
limits for violations of local position
invariance from atomic clock comparisons. Phys Rev. Lett. 126, 011102 (2021)
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Hybrid microscope
Especially interesting for
• dimensional metrology
• manufacturers of interferometric
microscopes

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is faced
with the challenge of fast measurements
of 3D structures. Extending this rapid
inspection to larger surfaces is the goal
of a new hybrid measuring system. The
new system developed by PTB integrates
an AFM measuring facility into the setup
of an interferometric optical microscope.

This AFM facility can be switched away
from or into the optical path of the microscope. The device measures fast and
without contact in an optical way when
the AFM is switched away from the optical path. Besides this, it measures with
higher resolution in an AFM
way when it is
switched
into
the optical path.
The special feature of this new
Interference fringe prosystem is that
jected onto a cantilever

the interferometric measurement path
simultaneously serves as the evaluation
unit of the atomic force microscope. The
system can thus be easily integrated into
existing interferometric measuring instruments. (Technology Offer 511) ■
Advantages
• increased 3D resolution of interferometric microscopes
• reduced measuring time
• retrofitting into existing systems
possible

3D printing of magnetic objects
Especially interesting for
• additive manufacturing
• medical engineering
• the automotive sector

A new concept developed at PTB for additive manufacturing (commonly called
3D printing) describes a time-saving
and precise way of producing components that are specifically enriched with
magnetic nanoparticles as additives.
This procedure allows the layer-by-layer
generation of a desired magnetic anisotropy that will remain latently present in
the finished product. The non-magnetic

shaped body is given a magnetic signature (a preferred orientation, preferred
axis or preferred plane of the magnetizability) that is advantageous for
practical applications. This method has
allowed magnetic reference measurement objects to be manufactured and
to be successfully imaged by means of
magnetic imaging procedures for the
first time. It also enables more in-depth
investigations, for instance, of the exact reproduction of medical models
(organs, vessels) with defined magnetic
properties or of the component-specific
identification for additive manufacturing. (Technology Offer 517) ■

Advantages
• non-contact magnetic measurement
• time-saving, precise manufacturing
• direct measurement of the build
direction of 3D printed components

Marker structures with accurate positions
Especially interesting for
• dimensional metrology
• precision engineering

Marker structures are often used in industrial manufacturing to determine the
relative position of two objects in relation to each other. By combining optical
imaging and scatterometry, a new measurement method devised by PTB has
reached a resolution of less than 1 nm
for spatial overlapping and is particu-

larly fast at doing so. For this purpose,
marker structures are put into the focus
of a laser, and the light these structures
scatter is detected on a quadrant photodiode. If the structures overlap exactly,
a symmetrical intensity distribution is
yielded at the diode. Deviations from
this are an exact measure of the quality
of the overlapping. This method can be
integrated into a measurement process
by means of simple optical components.
(Technology Offer 522) ■

Schematic representation of the signals by
means of erroneous (a) and correct (b) overlapping

Advantages
• resolution of a spatial overlapping
< 1 nm
• fast detection
• easy integration

Contact person for questions about technology transfer
Andreas Barthel, Phone: +49 531 592-8307, andreas.barthel@ptb.de, www.technologietransfer.ptb.de/en
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt ■ Braunschweig and Berlin
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Award

Support to fight COVID-19

Felix Witt
The master’s thesis by Felix
Witt was awarded the KarlDoetsch-Nachwuchspreis
(an award for junior scientists) from the Aeronautics
Research Centre Niedersachsen (NFL). Within
the scope of a cooperation project between the Institute of Flight
Guidance (IFF) of the TU Braunschweig and
PTB᾽s Department 3.4, Analytical Chemistry
of the Gas Phase, he developed a very rapid
hygrometer for the absolute, laser-optic measurement of water content in the atmosphere.

The International Cooperation Group of
PTB is helping its partner countries during
the COVID-19 pandemic to strengthen
their quality infrastructure, for example in
the certification of protective clothing for
medical use, in the calibration of infrared
thermometers or in testing ventilators. In an
interdisciplinary task force, experts are working on optimizing virtual work processes so
that PTB’s activities can also be implemented
remotely. For further information please visit
www.covid19.ptb.de.
(Contact: Sabine Thomas, +49 531 592-8209,
sabine.thomas@ptb.de)

Measurement procedures for
hydrogen
PTB and the company Salzgitter Flachstahl
have concluded a cooperation agreement to
test hydrogen volume measurement technology which is already available and to develop
measurement procedures further. PTB will
use a measurement section at the Salzgitter
Flachstahl site to test measurement devices
under real conditions. The experiments supplement PTB’s research activities related to
the application of hydrogen, for example the
establishment of a test facility for large flows
or the further development of Europe-wide
norms and standards. (Contact: Rainer
Kramer, +49 531 592-1330,
rainer.kramer@ptb.de)

Storage batteries for apartment
buildings
A new research project called MELANI is
investigating how several tenants in an apartment building could share a photovoltaic
system and a storage battery. The Naturstrom
and SMA Solar Technology AG companies as
well as the elenia Institute for High Voltage
Technology and Power Systems of the TU
Braunschweig and PTB are participating
in the project which is being funded with
2.3 million euros by the Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy. Measurement
technology, decentralized energy management of the participating tenants and billing
processes are the focus.
(Contact: Florian Schilling,
+49 531 592-2350, florian.schilling@ptb.de)

Study on institutions’ national
socialist pasts
In a three-year research project that started
in October 2020, the departmental research
institutes of the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) are having
their pasts during the national socialist
(Nazi) period and the post-war era examined.
PTB as well as the BAM Federal Institute
for Materials Research and Testing and the
Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural
Resources (BGR) date back to earlier institutions which were founded in the 19th century
and also existed during national socialist
times. (Contact: Jens Simon,
+49 531 592-3005, jens.simon@ptb.de)

have reformed the deployment of PTB staff
as assessors to the DAkkS. This reform
ensures that assessors will continue to be
independent and impartial even in changing
conditions, for example due to the Data Security Regulation or the revision of DIN EN
ISO/IEC 17011 and DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025.
(Contact: Michael Wolf, +49 531 592-9100,
michael.wolf@ptb.de)

Risks posed by new materials
In a new cross-institutional working group
called “Advanced Materials” under the leadership of the Bundesanstalt für Risikobewertung (Federal Institute for Risk Assessment,
BfR), an expert committee which includes
experts from PTB will assess the potential
health and environmental risks of advanced
materials. The committee is intended to shed
light on the future handling of advanced
materials, new nanomaterials belonging to
this group, in terms of regulation and early
risk detection. PTB’s focus for this is on
metrological questions which arise in the
reliable characterization of the new materials.
(Contact: Harald Bosse,
+49 531 592-5010, harald.bosse@ptb.de)
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The Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt
(PTR) site in Berlin in the year 1937

PTB and the DAkkS
In an administrative agreement, PTB and
the German Accreditation Body (DAkkS)

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt ■ Braunschweig and Berlin

The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Germany's national metrology institute, is a scientific and technical higher
federal authority falling within the competence of the Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.

National Metrology Institute
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